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Abstrat
We investigate the transition of a quasi-one-dimensional few-boson system from a weakly or-
related to a fragmented and nally a fermionized ground state. Our numerially exat analysis,
based on a multi-ongurational method, explores the interplay between dierent shapes of exter-
nal and inter-partile fores. Speially, we demonstrate that the addition of a entral barrier to
an otherwise harmoni trap may supports the system's fragmentation, with a symmetry-indued
distintion between even and odd atom numbers. Moreover, the impat of inhomogeneous inter-
ations is studied, where the eetive oupling strength is spatially modulated. It is laid out how
the ground state an be displaed in a ontrolled way depending on the trap and the degree of
modulation. We present the one- and two-body densities and, beyond that, highlight the role of
orrelations on the basis of the natural oupations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ever sine the rst realization of a Bose-Einstein ondensate, trapped ultraold atoms
have been the foal point of an enormous number of researh eorts, both from the exper-
imental and the theoretial side [1, 2, 3, 4℄. Allowing for an undreamt-of level of ontrol,
regarding the adjustment of the external as well as the inter-partile fores via eletromag-
neti elds, they may serve as some kind of Rosetta stone for various researh areas, ranging
from solid-state physis to optis.
A speial fous rests on the aspet of a system's dimensionality. Partiles restrited to a
lower-dimensional subspae, suh as a wave guide in the one-dimensional ase, often unveil
features that are onspiuously dierent from isotropi ones. A striking example is the
sattering theory of an ultraold system whose transverse degrees of freedom are frozen suh
that an eetive one-dimensional desription beomes possible, as developed by Olshanii [5℄.
In that ase, the eetive interation strength of the system may be tuned at will from a
weakly orrelated to a strongly repulsive system to an attrative one by merely hanging
the lengthsale of the transverse onnement. A partiularly absorbing issue is the so-alled
Tonks-Girardeau gas of impenetrable bosons [6℄, whih provides an analogy to an ideal gas
of fermions and has reently been realized experimentally [7, 8℄.
Traditionally, the physis of ultraold atoms has been studied extensively on the premise
of large numbers of atomsN and suiently small interation. This legitimates the use of the
Gross-Pitaevskii equation [1℄, whih rests on the assumption of a marosopi wave funtion
omposed of a single orbital. An extension of this idea to more than one orbital, the so-alled
best mean eld [9℄, has indeed proven to be very eient in giving a qualitative piture of
the pathway from ondensates to fragmentation, whih ours when the interations beome
strong enough to deplete the single-orbital `ondensate' [10℄.
Still, there are several rationales to onsider systems of few atoms, typially N ∼ 1 −
100. For one thing, the interesting situation of a strongly orrelated gas is experimentally
aessible only for small systems. Yet a more fundamental argument is that few-partile
systems permit a muh higher level of ontrol. There is no thermal loud, as for large
N , assoiated with deoherene and energetially dense manifolds of exitations, but a pure
quantum system. Instead, nite-size eets beome relevant, and two-body orrelations have
to be taken into aount from the start. Conversely, few-body systems are indeed amenable
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to ab-initio alulations, making it tempting to analyze their features in detail and without
resort to unontrolled approximations.
While the last statement is true in priniple, it is generally highly hallenging from a
omputational standpoint. In fat, many attempts to study few-body systems are based
either on analyti solutions for simple model systems [11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄ or are restrited to
very few atoms [16, 17, 18, 19℄. Moreover, some numerially exat methods have been put
forward reently. Part of these are atually designed for larger systems but inlude only few
orbitals as in double-well traps [20, 21℄, while others regard generi model systems suh as
the simple harmoni osillator [22, 23, 24℄ or a double well [25℄.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the interplay between external fores, on the one
hand, and the eet of manipulating the inter-partile fores. Our investigation fouses on
the numerially exat ground state obtained via the Multi-Conguration Time-Dependent
Hartree method [26, 27, 28℄. We onsider the example of N = 2, . . . , 6 one-dimensional
repulsive bosons in a double well, whose barrier separating both wells an be adjusted so
that both a purely harmoni trap as well as large barriers are aessible. We analyze how this
ompetes with the eet of an inreasing interation strength, whih leads to fragmentation
and nally fermionization of the ensemble. That interplay is taken one step further by
onsidering a setup where the interation is inhomogeneous, i.e., the inter-partile fores
depend on the position of a ollision, too. This may prove to be a valuable tool on the road
to extrating single atoms from an ensemble in a ontrolled way [29, 30℄. If the interation
strength is slightly higher on one side of the trap, the ground state an be shown to be
displaed to the other side. The nature of this displaement and its dependeny on the trap
onguration as well as the interation's strength and modulation are studied.
This artile is organized as follows. In Se. II, the model is introdued and the relevant
parameter regimes are disussed. Se. III ontains a onise introdution to the omputa-
tional method and how it an be applied to our problem. In the subsequent setion the
few-boson system is studied for standard, homogeneous interations, asting light on the
passage between the low- and strong-orrelation regime, and what eet the trap ongu-
ration has. The one- and two-partile densities are displayed in Ses. IVA/IVB, while the
deeper role of fragmentation is highlighted in IVD. The same program is arried out for the
ase of a ollisionally inhomogeneous setup in Se. V.
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II. THE MODEL
In this artile we investigate a system of few interating bosons (N = 2, . . . , 6) in an
external trap. These partiles, typially atoms with massM , are taken to be one-dimensional
(1D)more preisely, we assume the other two degrees of freedom to be frozen out in a sense
desribed below.
Let the original 3D system be modeled by the Hamiltonian
H =
∑
i
hi +
∑
i<j
V (ri − rj),
where h = 1
2M
p2 + U(r) is the one-partile (1P) Hamiltonian with a trapping potential U ,
while V is the two-partile interation potential with ertain low-energy sattering param-
eters a0, r0 (sattering length and eetive range, respetively). It is well-known that for
suiently low momenta (kr0 ≪ 1) the details of the interation beome irrelevant. More
preisely, if any other interation potential is taken, the energy as well as the asymptoti
wave funtion will remain unhanged as long as a0 agrees (and r0, in the next order). In
partiular, it is usually onvenient to model V by an eetive point interation, the so-alled
regularized pseudo-potential [31℄
V (r) =
4pia0
M
δ(r)∂rr.
A. Eetive 1D Hamiltonian
We are now interested in the quasi-1D ase, where the trap is supposed to be anisotropi
suh that there is a `transversal' diretion (⊥) with a harateristi length a⊥ muh smaller
than that of the longitudinal diretion, a‖. In other words, the transverse energy gap be
suiently large ompared to the aessible energy of the system, so that (‖)may be regarded
as virtually the only degree of freedom. In this ase, one may integrate out the `frozen'
transversal subsystem so as to obtain an eetive 1D interation [5℄
V (x) = g1Dδ(x), with g1D =
4a0
Ma2⊥
(
1− C a0
a⊥
)−1
(C = 1.4603 . . . ).
(These results were derived on the premise of a harmoni transverse trap potential, that
is, a⊥ = 1/
√
Mω⊥.) It is this eetive interation that shall serve as the base for our
5
investigations, yet with two qualiations. Firstly, the homogeneity of V will be aban-
doned later in Se. V, where that modiation is disussed in detail. Seondly, though this
delta-type potential is onvenient and yields an immediate onnetion to the experimen-
tally relevant parameters, it is notoriously intratable in ab-initio omputations like ours.
This is a fundamental fat: By onstrution, the pseudopotential imposes the ondition
ψ′(0+)− ψ′(0−) = 2g1Dψ(0) on the derivative of the relative oordinatei.e., whenever two
partiles meet, the wave funtion behaves like e−κ|x|. This non-smoothness is of ourse un-
physial and solely serves to impose the orret asymptotis on the wave funtion. In an
exat alulation, when the problem is approximated by C∞-funtions, this leads to onver-
gene problems. It would be muh less artiial to use a more realisti interation with a
non-zero eetive range as a remedy. We thus opt to mollify the delta funtion, and instead
use V (x) = g1Dδσ(x) with the normalized Gaussian
δσ(x) =
exp
(
− x2
2σ2
)
√
2piσ
,
whih tends to δ as σ → 0 in the distribution sense. In both analyti and numerial
model alulations, we asertained that for σ ≪ 1/|g1D| the results are atually quite lose
to the limit σ → 0. On the other hand, the width σ should not be too small so as to
aurately sample the Gaussian. As a trade-o, we hoose a xed value σ/a‖ = .05. In
priniple, omputations for more than one width ould be done in order to extrapolate to
zero; however, we will always keep it xed.
B. Saling
For reasons of universality as well as omputational aspets, we will work with a Hamil-
tonian resaled to the lengthsale of the 1D-longitudinal system, a‖. More speially, we
arry out a global oordinate transform Q′ := Q/a‖, with Q ≡ (x1, . . . , xN)T , whih leads to
H(Q)/ω‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:H′(Q′)
=
∑
i
(
−1
2
∂′2i + U
′(x′i)
)
+
∑
i<j
V ′(x′i − x′j).
Here ω‖ ≡ 1/Ma2‖ denes the energy sale, and U ′(x′) := U(x = x′a‖)/ω‖ et. denotes the
resaled potential deprived of any dimensionful parameters. H ′ naturally lends itself as a
onvenient working Hamiltonian, and we will skip any primes in the following setions.
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As an illustration, the 1D point interation redues to
V ′(x′) = g′1Dδ(x
′), g′1D :=
4a′0
a′2⊥
(
1− C a
′
0
a′⊥
)−1
. (1)
The only relevant parameter of the interation is thus the saled interation strength, whih
in turn requires only the knowledge of the (saled) sattering length a′0 = a0/a‖ and the
transverse dimension a′⊥ = a⊥/a‖.
C. Parameter regimes
As mentioned above, two parameters enter our Hamiltonian: a′0 = a0/a‖ and a
′
⊥ = a⊥/a‖.
Both of ourse depend on
• the 1D length sale a‖ = 1/
√
Mω‖ (due to saling)
• the sattering length a0 < a‖ of the atomi speies onsidered (about 100 a.u. for
alkalis; only positive values are onsidered here).
• the transversal lengthsale a⊥ ≪ a‖. Of ourse a⊥ > a0 is required unless the validity
of the `bare' pseudopotential is put into question. We put a⊥ = 0.1a‖ for simpliity.
Aording to (1), g1D does not depend linearly on a0, but rather tends to +∞ as a0 → a⊥/C
from below. In other words, the system beomes strongly orrelated when the sattering
length approahes the transverse-onnement sale, no matter if the 3D system was strongly
interating to begin with. We restrit our attention to g ≡ g1D > 0. Table I illustrates the
range of values of a′0 for dierent (longitudinal) trap frequenies ω‖, and what g
′
1D they
orrespond to for Na/Rb (at xed a′⊥ = .1).
III. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
Our goal is to investigate the ground state of the system introdued in Se. II for all
relevant interation strengths in a numerially exat fashion. In other words, our approah
is not to approximate the problem by resorting to two-mode or mean-eld desriptions, but
rather to approah the solution in a ontrollable way. It has to be stressed that this is a highly
7
ω‖/2piHz a′0(Na) g
′
1D a
′
0(Rb) g
′
1D
102 1.9 · 10−3 .78 5 · 10−3 2.2
103 6 · 10−3 2.6 1.6 · 10−2 8.3
104 1.9 · 10−2 105 5 · 10−2 77
105 6 · 10−2 189 1.6 · 10−1 −48
Table I: Values of the saled oupling strength g′1D for Sodium and Rubidium for dierent trap
frequenies ω‖/2pi and a′⊥ = .1.
hallenging and time-onsuming task, and only few suh studies on ultraold atoms exist
even for model systems [20, 21, 22℄. Our approah relies on the Multi-Conguration Time-
Dependent Hartree (mtdh) method [26, 28, 32℄, primarily a wave-paket dynamis ode
known for its outstanding eieny in high-dimensional appliations. To be self-ontained,
a onise introdution to this tooland how it an be adapted to our purposesis presented
in this setion.
The underlying idea of MCTDH is to solve the time-dependent Shrödinger equation

iΨ˙ = HΨ
Ψ(Q, 0) = Ψ0(Q)
(2)
as an initial-value problem by expansion in terms of diret (or Hartree) produts ΦJ :
Ψ(Q, t) =
∑
J
AJ(t)ΦJ(Q, t) ≡
n1∑
j1=1
. . .
nf∑
jf=1
Aj1...jf (t)
f∏
κ=1
ϕ
(κ)
jκ
(xκ, t), (3)
using a onvenient multi-index notation for the ongurations, J = (j1 . . . jf ), where f
denotes the number of degrees of freedom and Q ≡ (x1, . . . , xf )T . The (unknown) single-
partile funtions ϕ
(κ)
jκ
are in turn represented in a xed, primitive basis implemented on
a grid. For indistinguishable partiles as in our ase, the single-partile funtions for eah
degree κ = 1, . . . , N are of ourse idential in both type and number (ϕjκ, with jκ ≤ n).
Note that in the above expansion, not only the oeients AJ are time-dependent, but
so are the Hartree produts ΦJ . Using the Dira-Frenkel variational priniple, one an de-
rive equations of motion for both AJ ,ΦJ [28℄. Integrating this dierential-equation system
allows one to obtain the time evolution of the system via (3). Let us emphasize that the
oneptual ompliation above oers an enormous advantage: the basis {ΦJ (·, t)} is varia-
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tionally optimal at eah time t. Thus it an be kept fairly small, rendering the proedure
very eient.
It goes without saying that the basis set above is not inherently permutation symmetri,
as would be an obvious demand when dealing with bosons. However, the symmetry an be
enfored by symmetrizing the oeients AJ , even though this turns out to be unneessary
as far as the ground state is onerned, whih is automatially bosoni [33℄.
The Heidelberg mtdh pakage [34℄, whih we use, inorporates a signiant extension
to the basi onept outlined so far, the so-alled relaxation method [35℄. mtdh provides
a way to not only propagate a wave paket, but also to obtain the lowest eigenstates of the
system. The underlying idea is to propagate some wave funtion Ψ0 by the non-unitary e
−Hτ
(propagation in imaginary time.) As τ →∞, this automatially damps out any ontribution
but that stemming from the true ground state |0〉,
e−HτΨ0 =
∑
J
e−EJτ |J〉〈J |Ψ0〉.
In pratie, one relies on a more sophistiated sheme termed improved relaxation. Here
〈Ψ|H − E|Ψ〉 is minimized with respet to both the oeients AJ and the ongurations
ΦJ . The equations of motion thus obtained are then solved iteratively by rst solving
for AJ(t) (by diagonalization of (〈ΦJ |H|ΦK〉) with xed ΦJ) and then propagating ΦJ in
imaginary time over a short period. The yle will then be repeated.
As it stands, the eort of this method sales exponentially with the number of degrees
of freedom, nN . Just as an illustration, using 15 orbitals and N = 5 requires 7.6 · 105
ongurations J . This restrits our analysis in the urrent setup to about N = O(10),
depending on how deisive orrelation eets are. If these are indeed essential, then it will
turn out later that at least n = N orbitals are needed for qualitative onvergene alone, while
the true behavior may neessitate about 15. By ontrast, the dependene on the primitive
basis, and thus on the grid points, is not as severe. In our ase, the grid spaing should of
ourse be small enough to sample the interation potential, and we onsider a basis set of
75 harmoni-osillator funtions.
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Figure 1: Sketh of the model potential U(x) = 12x
2 + hδw(x), onsisting of a harmoni trap plus
a normalized Gaussian of width w = 0.5 and barrier strengths h = 2, 5, 10.
IV. BOSONS IN A DOUBLE WELL
In this as well as in the following setion, we onsider the ground-state properties of
bosons in a double-well trap modeled by
U(x) =
1
2
x2 + hδw(x).
This potential is a superposition of a harmoni osillator (HO), whih it equals asymptoti-
ally, and a entral barrier whih splits the trap into two fragments (Fig. 1). The barrier is
shaped as a normalized Gaussian δw of width w and `barrier strength' h.
As w → 0, the eet of the barrier redues to that of a mere boundary ondition (sine
δw → δ), and the orresponding one-partile problem an be solved analytially [12, 36℄.
Although this soluble borderline ase presents a neat alibration, the exat width w does
not play a deisive role, as long as it is larger than the grid spaing and w < 1 so as to
onne the barrier's eet to the entral region. We hoose w = 0.5 as a trade-o.
For h = 0, the ase of interating bosons in a harmoni trap is reprodued. In Se. IVA,
we witness the transition from a simple, weakly interating ondensate (g → 0) to fragmen-
tation and nally the Tonks-Girardeau limit (g → ∞). As h → ∞, the energy barrier will
greatly exeed the energy available to the atoms, and we end up with two isolated wells.
Higher g then aet only the fragmentation within eah of these wells. In between, there is
an interesting interplay between the `stati' barrier (h) and `dynamial barriers' in the form
of inter-partile fores (g). We study this intermediate regime on the examples of h ∈ {2, 5}
in Se. IVB.
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A. The referene ase: h = 0
In the absene of a entral barrier, we simply deal with a harmoni trap, whih in the
ase of N = 2 and point interations (σ → 0) onstitutes an exatly solvable problem [11℄.
Starting with all interations turned o (g = 0), the ground-state solution is simply the
unorrelated produt of the HO-ground state, Ψ = φ⊗N0 . As long as g is small enough, this
behavior remains qualitatively unaeted by interations, whih only alter the shape of the
single-partile funtions via a mean eld (the Gross-Pitaevskii regime). Inreasing g has
the eet of ontinually depleting the interation regions {xi = xj}; the repulsion fores
the atoms to isolate eah other, a proess referred to as fragmentation (f. Se. IVD for a
rigorous aount of this). Driven to extremes as g →∞, this fragmentation saturates in a so-
alled fermionized state. In that ase the Bose-Fermi mapping [6℄ asserts that letting g →∞
emulates the eets of the Pauli exlusion priniple, and the bosons have aomplished to
minimize their density overlap.
These qualitative onsiderations materialize in the redued densities of the ground-state.
In the 2-partile density ρ2(x1, x2) the diagonal kernel of the redued density operator
ρ2 := tr3..N |Ψ〉〈Ψ|,
whih yields the probability density of simultaneously nding any two partiles at x1 and
x2 the orrelation diagonal {x1 = x2} forms an ever deeper dip (the `orrelation hole').
This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for g = 0.2 and g = 194. These represent the borderline ases of
a weakly interating system and the strong-orrelation regime, respetively. In the former
ase, the density is simply Gaussian-like. For large enough repulsion, in turn, the density
resembles more and more the hekerboard pattern produed by a (polarized) fermioni
state.
The 1-partile density ρ1(x) oers another tool to visualize the fermionization proess.
Fig. 3 gives an impression of how the prole hanges from a harmoni one (g ≪ 1), to one
attened due to repulsion for mediate g, and nally to the Tonks-Girardeau limit (g ≥ 15),
where N humps emerge, mimiking the fermioni behavior.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: 2-partile density ρ2(x1, x2) for a harmoni trap (N = 6) for (a) g = 0.2 and (b) g = 194.
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Figure 3: 1-partile density ρ1(x) for a harmoni trap (N = 5) for dierent interations g1D.
Note how the prole hanges from a weakly interating one (g = 0.2) to a attened one due to
fragmentation, and nally to a fermionized prole featuring N humps (g ≥ 15).
B. Central barrier h > 0
We now introdue a entral barrier hδw(x), so as to turn the harmoni trap into a double
well. Upon inreasing g, there are now two ompeting eets, exemplied on the 2-partile
density (Fig. 4): For small enough g, the barrier h dispels the atoms from the enter x = 0.
This state is unorrelated : they are loalized in both wells regardless of whether there
12
(a) (b)
Figure 4: 2-partile density ρ2(x1, x2) for a double-well trap with barrier strength h = 5 (N = 6).
(a) The weakly interating limit g = 0.2 (b) The omplementary ase of fermionization, g = 194.
are already any other ones. Indeed, in Fig. 4(a) the diagonal {x1 = x2} shows only a
tiny depletion due to repulsion. In the omplementary ase g → ∞, the barrier will be
almost outweighed by the inter-partile repulsion. In this Tonks-Girardeau limit, the atoms
distribute so as to minimize their density overlap, at the prie of an additional potential
energy in the barrier region. Hene the two-partile density in Fig. 4(b) diers from the
harmoni ounterpart only in the stripes along x1/2 = 0, whih indiate suppression in the
entral-barrier region. The question as to what happens in the intermediate region requires
a distintion between even and odd partile numbers; it will be the fous of the ensuing
paragraphs.
Even N : assisted fragmentation
For an even number of atomsin what follows N ∈ {2, 4, 6}they initially (at g = 0)
populate eah well with N/2 atoms. Upon raising the interation strength, they seek to
isolate eah other, whih an best be done by having a fragmentation within eah well,
interfering only little with the entral barrier. This situation is depited in Fig. 5 for four
13
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Figure 5: 1-partile density in a double well with h = 5: Even vs. odd number of atoms. (a) For
N = 4 atoms, the fragmentation proess is in part supported by the entral barrier. By ontrast,
(b) indiates in what sense fermionization is suppressed for an odd number (N = 5), sine by
symmetry one partile should eventually reside in the enter.
atoms. The plots for g = 4.7, 15 reet the tipping from a oherent state to fragmentation.
For high enough g, the aessible energy approahes that of the barrier, Nh/
√
2piw, so
that tunneling beomes more and more dominant. Beyond that point, the density prole
is expeted to resemble that of a purely harmoni trap with slightly suppressed amplitude
in the barrier region. In partiular, for any nite h, the Tonks-Girardeau limit will be of a
generi form in that it exhibits N density maxima. In onlusion, one might say that the
fragmentation here is assisted insofar as the entral barrier helps isolate the ensemble, a
statement put more preisely in IVD.
Odd N : delayed fragmentation
In the ase of an odd number (N = 3, 5), the situation diers. At g = 0, the atoms
are again oherently distributed over the two wells. As we strengthen the interations, they
try to enlarge their distanebut by symmetry, this an now only be done by plaing one
partile at x = 0, whih in turn is impeded by the barrier (f. Fig. 5b). In other words,
the system will have to pay the added interation energy and distribute the extra partile
over the two wells, until the former one beomes high enough to aord the plae in the
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entral-barrier zone. In that sense, the fragmentation is attenuated by the double-well trap.
C. Ground-state energy
One entral aspet of our analyses is the ground-state energy. Fig. 6 depits a typial
evolution, E(g), as a funtion of the oupling strength. As suggested above, the g → ∞
state is isomorphi to a non-interating fermioni state. In this light, also the ground-state
energy E(g) (Fig. 6) may be interpreted as onneting the free bosoni (g = 0) and the free
fermioni value, orresponding to the saturation as g →∞.
The eet of the interation at g = 0 an be measured by the slope
dE
dg
(0) =
N(N − 1)
2
〈00|δσ(x1 − x2)|00〉 σ→0∼ N(N − 1)
2
∫
|φ0(x)|4dx,
given by the density overlap of two atoms in the non-interating ground state. The en-
tered harmoni-osillator orbital φHO by onstrution has a low urvature (i.e., kineti
energy), thus produing a rather high density overlap. It is thus more suseptible to
the onset of interations. By ontrast, the presene of a entral potential-energy bar-
rier (h → ∞) evokes an orbital φDW deloalized in both wells. Its density overlap in
turn will be smaller, whih an be seen shematially by assuming for a moment that
φDW(x) ∼ 1√2 [φHO(x− x0) + φHO(x+ x0)] is built from a HO orbital entered in both min-
ima ±x0. Negleting the density overlap between the right- and left-hand ontributions,∫ |φDW|4 ≃ 12 ∫ |φHO|4, suggesting that in a double well, the atoms will feel a lesser eet
when interations are turned on. This an be seen in Fig. 6.
D. The role of fragmentation
We have so far relied on a more intuitive notion of fragmentation. It is natural to ask
whether some of our previous assertions an be put more quantitatively. This we seek to do
in the present subsetion, not only to highlight some deeper onepts, but also to show why
a numerially exat approah is so vital.
It has been argued that ever stronger interations introdue orrelations to the system,
viz., the one-partile Hamiltonian will be no longer dominant, but the inuene of the
two-partile operator V takes over. The latter one imprints expliit two-body orrelation
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Figure 6: Energy E(g) for the ase N = 3. Note the slightly dierent eet of the interation,
measured by the slope at g = 0, for dierent barrier strengths h = 0 (harmoni trap) and h = 2, 5.
The saturation as g →∞ orresponds about to a fermionized state.
terms on the eigenvetor, as illustrated, for instane, on the example of two atoms in a
trap [11, 12℄ or the fermionization limit g → ∞ solvable for any N [37℄ starting from the
Bose-Fermi mapping,
Ψ(Q) ∝ e−|Q|2/2
∏
1≤i<j≤N
|xi − xj|.
Tehnially speaking, it is therefore far from lear how long Ψ an be well approximated
by states omposed of one-partile funtions, let alone a single suh onguration as in
mean-eld approahes (see [10℄ and referenes therein).
Being exat, our method oers a handle on these onvergene questions, based on a
riterion put forward by Penrose [33℄. Consider the spetral deomposition of the one-
partile density matrix
ρ1 = tr2..N |Ψ〉〈Ψ| ≡
∑
a
na|φa〉〈φa|, (4)
where na ∈ [0, 1] is said to be the population of the natural orbital φa. Obviously, if all
n′a ≡ naN ∈ N (
∑
a n
′
a = N), then the density may be mapped to the (non-interating)
number state |n′0, n′1, . . . 〉 based on the natural one-partile basis; for non-integer values it
extends that onept. In partiular, the highest suh oupation, n0, may serve as a measure
of non-fragmentation: for n0 = 1, a simple ondensate is reovered. This is the well-known
borderline ase of the Gross-Pitaevskii eq.: as g → 0, ρ1 → |φ0〉〈φ0| [38℄. The omplemen-
tary fermionization limit (g → ∞) has been investigated semi-analytially drawing on the
Fermi/Bose mapping, yielding n0 ≃ N−.41 for a harmoni trap [37℄.
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Figure 7: Maximum natural population n0(g) for (a) a harmoni trap (h = 0) and (b) a double
well (h = 5). For even N , the fragmentation is enhaned by the higher barrier, whereas for odd N
it is slowed.
In between those extremes, a thorough many-body treatment is indispensable. This is
illustrated in Fig. 7, where n0(g) is plotted. Observe that, for one thing, the high-orrelation
value n0(g → ∞) is muh too low for N = 6 ompared with the above value n0 ≃ .48, a
numerial eet explained below. Moreover, the lines for N = 4 and N = 5 in the double-
well trap (Fig. 7b) are partly reversed as ompared to the harmoni trap, while the N = 3
value of n0 is shifted upward. This reets the suppression of fragmentation for odd atom
numbers with respet to even N .
The role played by orrelations may also be highlighted by the number of single-partile
funtions needed in a alulation, n (f. III). It also determines how many terms in the
spetral expansion of ρ1 (Eq. 4) are inluded. Figures 8(a-) show the onvergene of the
ground-state energy of N = 6 bosons as n is varied. For rather low g = .406, the onvergene
for the harmoni trap is fairly smooth, and the variations are altogether relatively small.
This asserts that Gross-Pitaevskii works qualitatively well, though it may already take many
orbitals to ahieve a high auray. For a double well with h = 5, the onvergene is muh
more abrupt. Adding just another orbital, n = 2, lowers the energy drastially in omparison
with any further renements. This is intelligible, regarding the fat that two-mode models
based essentially on the anti-/symmetri orbitals of a double well are widely used in that
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Figure 8: Convergene of the energy E(n) in the number of single-partile funtions n for six bosons.
For weak interation g = .406, the dierene between the harmoni (a) and the split trap (b) is
onspiuous, though in both ases Gross-Pitaevskii (n = 1) is not too far o. As opposed to that,
the onset of fermionization (g = 15) wipes out that dierene up to a residual energy oset due to
the entral barrier (). Here n = N orbitals are needed to be at least qualitatively orret.
ontext.
Fig. 8() in turn asts a light on the strong-orrelation regime, g = 15 (in fat its ground
state for h = 5 is already atop the entral energy barrier.) Here the lines E(n) for h = 0, 5
are almost parallel, shifted only by the energy oset of about h ∼ ∫ hδw(x)dx. Clearly
simple mean-eld theory is o by more than a fator of 2, as it drastially overestimates
the interation energy and fails to reprodue the harateristi Tonks-Girardeau prole with
N humps. Just when n = N = 6, the onvergene suddenly settles, and the qualitatively
orret behavior an be observed. Interestingly enough, adding another orbital, n = 7, has
virtually no eet on that energy sale: the rst N natural oupations all turn out to be
n0 = 1/N , orresponding to a number state |10, . . . , 1N−1〉 in the natural-orbital basis. This
is of ourse quantitatively inorret in light of the expeted behavior n0 ∼ N−0.41, whih
really an be reovered if n & 15 single-partile funtions are inluded. But apparently that
ground state seems to be a somewhat stable intermediary solution in the fermionization
limit if the subspae span{ΦJ | jκ ≤ n} is taken too narrow. This provides an insightful link
to multi-orbital approahes [9, 10℄.
Let us remark that the riterion employed above is onventional and amenable, but not
imperative. Indeed, the two-partile density ρ2 by nature reveals orrelation eets even
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more learly.
V. INHOMOGENEOUS INTERACTIONS
We have so far relied on the assumption of homogeneous two-partile fores. These are
invariant under global translations and thus depend on xi − xj alone. While this premise is
most natural from a fundamental point of view, we should keep in mind that our desription
is not a fully mirosopi one, even if we ignore the internal struture of the underlying atoms.
Rather, it is an eetive model stripped not only of the transverse degrees of freedom, but
of ourse also of the eletromagneti elds that manipulate both external and inter-partile
fores.
With this in mind, it appears legitimate to oneive situations where the strength of the
interations depends in addition on the position where the ollision takes plae, as was done
in a mean-eld framework in Ref. [39℄ (see also itations therein). This may be indued
by means of a Feshbah resonane, tuning a0(B) by adding a spatial dependene to the
magneti eld. In our one-dimensional setting, it seems even more onvenient to exploit the
parametri dependene on the transverse subsystem, and modify a⊥ loally so as to imprint
a spatial dependene on g1D.
Without referene to the spei realization and its onrete experimental onstraints, we
perform a ase study where a generi model for the inhomogeneity is assumed to begin with.
This model will be presented in Se. VA. The interplay of that dynamial inhomogeneity
with the external fores will be studied for a harmoni (VB) and a double-well trap (VC).
A. Model interation
Whereas modeling a position-dependent interation in a mean-eld desription (as in
[39℄) is straightforward, sine one only has an eetive one-partile problem, one faes a
oneptual problem when using a many-body framework. In general, the oupling would
depend on both partiipants xi, xj , whih is tehnially possible if somewhat awkward. For
it to make sense intuitively, we require that its modulation lengthsale be muh larger than
the `radius' of ollision, σ.
With this is mind, it is natural to model our interation in terms of the respetive relative
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oordinate r := xi − xj (for xed i, j) andin order to keep V formally symmetri the
enter of mass 2R := xi + xj :
V (r, R) = g(R)δσ(r).
The demand that g hange slowly over the support of V an be ast as∥∥∥∥ gg′
∥∥∥∥
∞
≫ σ (5)
in the supremum norm.
There are various possibilities just what senario should be examined, be it some kind of
ollision-enhaned tunneling or dynamial self-trapping [39℄. We onentrate on a spei
model where g is essentially imbalaned between the right- and left-hand sides of the trap
(Fig. 9):
g(R) = g0
[
1 + α tanh
(
R
L
)]
.
This signies that for |R| ≫ L, the oupling takes on the asymptoti values
g± ≡ lim|R|→±∞g(R) = g0(1± α),
while it hanges on a sale of L near the trap's enter about g0. The parameter α regulates
both the relative dierene between the asymptoti strengths and their ratio:
∆g ≡ |g± − g0| = g0α,
g+
g−
=
1 + α
1− α.
Eq. (5) an be met if L≫ σα, whih is eortlessly fullled if we hoose L = 1 for onveniene.
B. The referene ase: h = 0
Generally speaking, the ground state of atoms immersed in a harmoni trap will be
entered at the trap's bottom, assuming that we start with a weakly interating ensemble.
Hene the modulation of the oupling strength g beyond the enter will pass them largely
unnotied. It is only for strong enough repulsive interationwhere fragmentation sets in
that the density prole will start to split and shift partly outward, thus experiening an
asymmetry.
This piture is supported by our alulations, as demonstrated in Figure 10 for N = 5
atoms. For low enough g0 = .4, measuring the average interation strength, the harmoni
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Figure 9: Our model of the position-dependent oupling g(R)/g0 = 1 + α tanh
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)
. The relative
modulation, here α = 0.5, determines the asymptoti dierene from the average value g0, while
the modulation length L = 1 shall remain 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Figure 10: 1-partile densities ρ1(x) for a harmoni trap (N = 5) in the ase of inhomogeneous
interations, here α = .5. The prole features an imbalane for smaller interations g0, where the
wave paket is entered too muh to sample the modulation of g(R). When fragmentation sets in,
the prole splits and the asymmetry beomes more distint. In the fermionization limit, the energy
osts of an imbalane beome too large to keep it up.
prole is barely altered from the homogeneous ase α = 0. An imbalane is notied for
medium g0 = 4.7: the atoms are now able to sample the modulation of the oupling strength
and nd it more inexpensive to loate in the less repulsive zone x < 0 (g−). However, this
eet eases as the repulsion beomes larger (g ≥ 15). This may be interpreted as follows:
the energetial osts for onentrating several partiles near one spot are soaring, and this
in total eventually outweighs the relative energy savings reahed by an imbalane.
A look into the two-body orrelations ρ2(x1, x2) in Fig. 11 helps us larify what happens.
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(a) (b)
Figure 11: 2-partile density for a harmoni trap in the presene of inhomogeneous interations
(N = 5). (a) For g = 0.4, the paket is loalized about the enter, thus widely ignoring the
modulation. (b) When fragmentation sets in (g = 15), it starts to deloalize and onsequently
shifts to R < 0.
Along the orrelation diagonal {x1 = x2}, R = x1/2 holds. It is here that the modulation
an have an impat, whereas for x1 = −x2, g(R) = g(0) = g0 as usual. Clearly the density
on the diagonal {x1 = x2} must be spread enough for the modulation to beome eetive.
This is not the ase for small interations. Indeed, for g = 0.4, the paket is loalized
about the enter, thus widely ignoring the modulation. Yet for medium g0 (Fig. 11b), the
repulsion-driven broadening has beome distint enough so that the ground states exhibits
some left-right asymmetry. For strong fragmentation, the orrelation diagonal will in turn
be fully depleted, so obviously the atoms an no longer realize the modulation, and the very
premise of an inhomogeneity-based displaement has beome obsolete.
The above ndings are niely wrapped up in Fig. 12, showing graphs of 〈x〉 = tr(ρ1x)
as a funtion of g0 for N = 5. For α = 0, and of ourse for g0 = 0, no modulation exists
and, by symmetry, 〈x〉 = 0. Notably, the same goes for g0 → ∞, when the orrelation
diagonal is depleted as delineated above, even though the displaement will vanish only very
slowly. There is a trade-o in between for whih 〈x〉 beomes extremal. The value where
this ours, g⋆0(α), depends only weakly on the relative modulation αdespite the fat that
the maximum ground-state displaement −〈x〉⋆ will of ourse inrease monotonially with
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Figure 12: The ground-state displaement −〈x〉 as a funtion of the average interation g0 (N = 5).
Its universal behavior is an inrease up to a maximum value followed by a slow deay. The inrease
at g0 = 0 is strongly enhaned in the presene of a barrier h > 0, while for the purely harmoni
trap (h = 0), it is rather slow. Of ourse the maximum itself is muh more pronouned for higher
modulations α, while being absent in the homogeneous ase α = 0.
α.
C. Central barrier h > 0
In the presene of a suiently strong barrier, the situation is a dierent one. To begin
with (g0 = 0), the atoms are not entered as before but rather oherently distributed over the
two wells. Hene, upon swithing on the inhomogeneous interation, they an immediately
feel the full impat of its modulation on both sides. For nite barrier strength h, they an
then re-distribute so as to nd a ompromise between minimum repulsion and potential
energy. Even though this mehanism is universal for any partile number, we will lay it out
for both even and odd N so as to keep a link to the referene ase α = 0.
Even N
The above proess is illustrated in Fig. 13, whih evidenes an immediate shift from
the right well to the left one, where the repulsion is weaker. This still orresponds to the
Gross-Pitaevskii regime of a single dominant orbital: there is no orrelation hole; in fat
the probability density of nding both partiles in the left well, ρ2(−x0,−x0), may even be
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(a) (b)
Figure 13: 2-partile density forN = 4 bosons in a double-well trap (h = 5) and with inhomogeneous
interations (α = .5). (a) Already for g = 0.2, the probability of nding any two atoms in the left
well is signiantly enhaned. (b) At the onset of fragmentation (g = 15), the diagonal {x1 = x2}
is being depleted.
larger than that for separation, ρ2(±x0,∓x0). As the interation passes a ritial strength,
fragmentation sets in, somewhat more pronouned on the right-hand side (Fig. 13b). Note
how the diagonal {x1 = x2} is being emptied, signifying the inipient destrution of the
imbalane.
This reets in the 1-partile density displayed in Fig. 14. The density is almost `in-
stantaneously' shued from the right to the left. In the urve for g0 = 4.7, it beomes
apparent that the fragmentation essentially kiks in separately for both wells, where only
the right well exhibits the typial repulsion-indued split-up. As asserted already for the
harmoni referene ase (h = 0), the modulation beomes marginal relative to the overall
fermionization proess. This may also be diserned here: for an even number of bosons, the
asymmetri eet fades, and as in Se. IVB, the fragmentation is assisted by the entral
barrier insofar as it now enters separately in the two wells.
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(a) Four atoms
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(b) Five atoms
Figure 14: 1-partile density for a double well (h = 5) and modulated oupling strength (α = .5) :
Even vs. odd number of atoms. In both ases, fragmentation essentially sets in separately in eah
well (e.g., see g0 = 4.7). However, for N = 4 (a), the fermionization proess is again supported by
the entral barrier, while (b) suggests that for N = 5 the extra partile an now be temporarily
aommodated by the left well.
Odd N
The behavior here is wholly analogous to that evidened in Fig. 13. On the orrelation
diagonal, the density again experienes an asymmetry even for tiny g > 0, where the mean-
eld behavior is still virulent. For a strong enough modulation, say α = .5, oinidene
of two atoms in the left well (x1/2 = −x0) is even enhaned with respet to separation
(x1 = −x2), while oinidene in the right well is extinguished very quikly. At a ertain
point, fragmentation sets in, whih eventually evolves into fermionization.
It should be noted that the harateristi inuene of the even atom number is on the
transition to fermionization. Reall that this was hampered for homogeneous interations
owing to symmetry, whih imposed that one partile had to reside near the enter, x = 0.
This no longer holds here, and in fat, Fig. 14(b) unveils that the spare partile is pratially
aommodated in the left well.
The nature of the ground-state displaement is again summarized in the graph of −〈x〉
(Fig. 12). While the harmoni system turned out to be rather irresponsive to g0, the dis-
plaement now exhibits a dramati inrease with raising g0, as laid out above. It nds a
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maximum, whih orresponds to the trade-o between loalizing in the left well and maxi-
mum spreading. As before, the modulation α does not so muh alter the ritial g⋆0(α), but
of ourse makes for a stronger maximum displaement 〈−x〉⋆. The displaement dereases
again slowly beyond that point. A notable side eet is that the displaement in the presene
of a entral barrier may in fat drop below the one without it, although of ourse this an
only happen if the modulation α was smaller to begin with. That is simply beause the dou-
ble well, favoring the deloalization of the atoms, not only supports the modulation's eet,
but also aelerates fragmentation and heneeventuallydestrution of the asymmetry.
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have studied the numerially exat ground state of N one-dimensional bosons in
double-well traps, where the atoms interat repulsively via a short-ranged potential whose
strength as well as its spatial modulation ould be tuned. Our approah relied on the Multi-
Conguration Time-Dependent Hartree method, a wave-paket dynamis tool known for its
eieny in higher dimensions. This allowed us to study the interplay between dierent
heights of the barrier separating both wells, on the one hand, and dierent interation
strengths as well as spatial modulations in all relevant regimes in a numerially exat fashion.
For standard, homogeneous interations, we have witnessed the transition from the weak-
oupling mean-eld regime to fragmentation and nally to a fermionized ground state for
very large repulsion. Absent any barrier, this proess requires suient interation energies
so as to ompensate the one-partile (kineti and potential) energy added by a fragmentation;
also see [10℄. Its signature is a broadening and eventually the appearane of N humps in the
density prole, plus a `orrelation hole' in the two-partile density. As demonstrated, this
also reets in the relative oupation of the dominant natural orbital, n0, whih redues
from unity to order of 1/
√
N as the interation is inreased. As we turn the harmoni trap
into a double well, then well below the barrier energy the fragmentation essentially takes
plae separately in eah well, whereas way above the barrier, the situation resembles that in
the harmoni trap. In partiular, we nd that for even N , fermionization is assisted, while it
is impeded for odd N , when by symmetry one partile should be distributed over the barrier
region.
We have also takled the question of inhomogeneous eetive interations, insomuh
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as the oupling strength is assumed to be larger on one side of the trap. We have found
the ground state to be displaed toward the side where repulsive fores are weaker. This
displaement an be enhaned by stronger modulations, whereas the optimal interation
strength needed to ahieve it an be lowered primarily by higher barriers. It falls o for
stronger interations as the fermionization destruts any imbalane eets.
This work an be seen as a model study of the eets of inhomogeneous interations,
in partiular a setup with an imbalane induing a parity violation. It an in priniple be
extended to higher partile numbers, although this was not done here with an eye toward
time and omputational eort. On the other hand, there are also plenty of promising other
ongurations that ome into question, suh as enhaning the transmission through a barrier
by modulating the interation strength aordingly or using more than two wells so as to
separate single atoms from the system. Of ourse, to address these problems, eventually a
time-dependent simulation is mandatory to gain insight into realisti situations, while the
extension to more dimensions may beome inevitable.
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